Federal Education Policy Should Promote Diversity

American schools will soon be half nonwhite. They are increasingly segregated and unequal. With massive racial change in suburban rings underway, many schools in metropolitan areas are resegregating.¹ More than nine in ten segregated minority schools are also schools of high poverty.²

Educational opportunities in these racially and socio-economically isolated schools are disparate for many reasons. One is that qualified and experienced teachers tend to leave schools when poverty and race become highly concentrated. Aside from some rare exceptions, segregated nonwhite schools rarely offer equal education in terms of test scores, graduation rates or other achievement outcomes. While substantial desegregation is not possible in all cities, many metropolitan areas have been desegregated for decades, and many others want to avoid resegregation and its consequences for neighborhoods, schools, and educational success.³

There are great benefits from more diverse educational settings that should not be ignored if we are serious about closing the achievement gap and the importance of Americans competing in a global economy. All students, including whites, need to learn to understand and work effectively across racial and ethnic lines for the future health of our multiracial communities. By fostering greater diversity, federal policy would also generate important positive outcomes for all children.⁴

By fostering diversity, our schools could better meet the goals of closing the achievement gap and promote stronger communities: Fifty-six years after Brown v. Board of Education we are at a crossroads. Research has established that diverse educational environments benefit students academically, as well as in the development of social understanding and skills. These latter advantages are well established as important employment qualifications. Furthermore, when students from racially isolated schools have had an opportunity to attend more diverse schools, they tend to have higher graduation rates and are more likely to go on to college.⁵ More broadly, federal support for successful, stably integrated schools would pay large dividends in terms of social and economic success of communities.⁶ Offering support for school districts that want to voluntarily address racial diversity goals would be a good investment in educational achievement.⁷ This is why the Supreme Court has repeatedly stated that governments have a compelling interest in fostering diversity within educational settings.⁸

Measures are needed to prevent the harms from further racial and socio-economic isolation: Just as diversity is beneficial, increased isolation is harmful.⁹ Unfortunately our nation’s schools are becoming increasingly racially and socio-economically isolated, equivalent to levels of segregation witnessed in the late 1960’s.¹⁰ For example: Approximately 40 percent of Black and Latino students attended schools that were 90-100 percent minority 2006-07 while whites remained the most isolated from students of any racial group.¹¹ Given the harm that accompanies segregation in our schools, ESEA should contain explicit safeguards to help prevent racial and socio-economic isolation from intensifying.¹²

The goal of a highly qualified and experienced teacher in every classroom is systematically undermined by the continuous loss of such teachers from racially isolated minority schools:
Schools containing the highest degree of racial and socio-economic isolation have the highest teacher mobility and the lowest percentage of experienced teachers teaching in their field. Conversely, experienced teachers tend to stay in stably diverse schools, which tend to have higher performance and graduation levels and less overwhelming concentrations of the multiple problems that face poor children attending schools of concentrated poverty.

**ESEA’s teacher equity requirements could be met by state access plans that encourage inter-district transfers:** The current law requires states to ensure that "poor and minority students are not taught at higher rates than other children by inexperienced, unqualified, or out-of-field teachers ..." Research suggests that this provision has been poorly implemented and inadequately enforced. Given the importance of access to these aspects of teacher quality to improved achievement, the ESEA should not only re-double the efforts to attract and retain qualified and experienced teachers to teach in isolated high poverty schools, but encourage states’ teacher equity plans that enable students to transfer across district lines to attend high performing diverse schools that will provide the necessary access to experienced, in-field and highly qualified teachers at the same rate as other children.

**ESEA school choice policy should also foster integration:** Some forms of choice support lasting integration while others speed the spread of segregation and inequality. Using the multiple and powerful levers of school choice, we can use ESEA to combine concrete outcome objectives and better educational options with advantageous diversity goals. For example, some funds under Title V of the ESEA designated for improvement recently supported the New Haven Voluntary Public Schools Choice Program. The project expands efforts to provide students attending low–performing Title I schools with high-quality school choice options like inter and intra-district magnet schools, charter schools, and a transfer program called Project Choice that has as an explicit goal of creating diverse and high-achieving schools.

**Existing transfer rights triggered by school failure have been ineffective:** The NCLB choice provisions that give students in persistently underperforming schools the right to transfer to better performing schools have failed, in part because often the option entails the right to transfer from a failing school to one that is only marginally better. While the current law’s school improvement requirement calls for the establishment of “cooperative agreements with other local educational agencies in the area” the agreements are only triggered “if all public schools served by the local agency to which a child may transfer are identified for school improvement.”

**Expanding ESEA incentives to encourage greater inter-district opportunities could yield greater diversity and improve academic outcomes:** Currently, cooperative agreements triggered by accountability have been underutilized. The reauthorized ESEA, with a new focus on incentives and promoting greater choices, could go far in promoting more cooperative interdistrict agreements, both through voluntary choice funding incentives and through encouraging interdistrict transfer choice be included whenever students are given transfer rights to leave persistently failing schools. Specifically, the ESEA should fund more choice programs like the ones in New Haven (and other Connecticut metropolitan areas) which sought to increase opportunities for students attending low performing schools to enroll in schools that were very high performing and more diverse. Research shows improved academic and social benefits for
students participating in Connecticut’s interdistrict choice programs. Just as Race to the Top has demonstrated the power of large incentives to change state policies, with more substantial incentives in the ESEA, more districts would likely consider voluntarily entering into inter-district relationships, including multi-district charters and magnets. Further, because not all inter-district transfers foster diversity, Congress could give larger incentives to those transfer agreements that do. Ideally, the current use of federal funds for intra-district transportation would be maintained for inter-district transfers as well. Finally, ESEA accountability provisions should prohibit the reconstitution of failing schools in any manner that will intensify racial or socio-economic isolation in the reconstituted school.

Transportation, and outreach to underserved communities could improve the diversity benefits of choice programs: Further, with improved outreach and access to federally funded transportation for inter-district transfers (available now for intra-district transfers), there could be far more opportunities for students in chronically low performing schools to attend high performing schools, especially if all districts receiving Title I funds were required to participate and had adequate federal support to do so.

ESEA’s magnet school provisions should be strengthened: The current law gives priority to districts that specify how magnet schools will reduce racial isolation, and to magnet schools that have been effective. Unfortunately, while funds for charter schools have increased, magnet schools have only seen a small increase in funding in the President’s proposed budget. Many magnet schools have very explicit requirements that ensure they promote diversity. Our recent research shows that some of these schools continue to implement the kinds of policies required by the legislation for decades, and that they are more diverse. By increasing its support of magnet schools in the ESEA, Congress would foster additional choice opportunities and promote greater diversity. Magnet schools were initially funded by Congress as part of desegregation efforts. Those racial diversity goals should be strengthened within the magnet school program, and funding levels, though modestly increased in the FY 2011 budget, should continue to rise.

Charter school expansion provides an excellent opportunity to increase diversity: Our recent findings suggest that certain changes to charter school policies could reverse the likelihood that expansion would intensify racial and socio-economic isolation. If charters can be located to offer opportunities across traditional district boundaries and with federal support for transportation, and outreach to a diverse student body, charter schools could foster school integration. Further, Congress could provide extra incentives for charter schools that voluntarily adopted many of the magnet school diversity goals. And charter schools that serve more than one district should be promoted, so long as their demographic policies ensure that their enrollment does not intensify racial or socio-economic isolation in any of the sending districts. In this way the Congress can encourage the creation of charter schools that explicitly encourage diversity and prevent increased isolation along the lines of race or class.

Safeguards are needed to prevent increased isolation from charter school expansion: Charter schools are currently exacerbating racial and socioeconomic isolation, yet several policy changes could at least stop these trends. For example, charter schools that are created through ESEA accountability or innovation incentives could also embed demographic plans to ensure that they are, at a minimum, not more racially or socio-economically isolated than the district
they serve. Charter schools should also be encouraged to be open to all students, and not prioritize district residence. Even within district lines, we can promote outreach to populations that charters have historically underserved, similar to recent immigrant outreach efforts in Boston to encourage greater EL enrollment in charter schools located in the city.

For choice to help close the achievement gap, charter school efficacy must be transparent: There is much debate about the efficacy of charter schools, especially once performance is adjusted by race, class, disability status and EL status.\(^2\) Data on charter enrollment disaggregated by free and reduced lunch and EL status is often difficult to acquire. Similarly, recent studies suggestive of some benefits associated with charter schools were unable to account for the potential impact of school attrition.\(^3\) Where effective charter replication is the goal, we need more information to distinguish truly effective charters from those that add no benefits when poverty and other factors are accounted for. ESEA must therefore add monitoring provisions to ensure that charters are held to the same data reporting requirement as all other schools.

---

4. Evaluations of the federal desegregation assistance program of the 1970s, which supported teacher training, creating magnet schools, and developing positive relationships within schools, were highly positive in producing both academic gains and positive relationships. See G. Orfield, *Must We Bus? Segregated Schools and National Policy* (Washington D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1978: chapter 9).
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A study in Arizona found, for example, that a charter school enrolled students from more than 20 different public school districts. M. Gifford, M. Ogle, & L. Solomon, *Who is Choosing Charter Schools? A Snapshot of Geography and Ethnicity of Charter School Students* (Center for Market-based Education, 2009).

In Boston, for example, after acknowledging a poor track record in enrolling English Learners, the *Boston Globe* reports a major new outreach campaign to recruit immigrant families to Boston schools by a coalition of the city’s 14 charter schools to attract more EL students. This would bring the schools in closer alignment with the percentage of EL students served by the district which is nearly 20% compared to less than 4% in all but one of the charter schools. See James Vaznis, “Charter Schools Start Recruiting Drive”, *The Boston Globe* (January 30, 2010) available at: http://www.boston.com/news/education/k_12/articles/2010/01/30/charter_schools_start_recruiting_drive/
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